
Part 7 - Declaration For The Freedom of Humanity 

 

The Human Angel - US Declaration of Independence & 
Declaration For the Freedom Of Humanity, St Germain, 14th 
July 2022 

INVOCATION: Beloved Mighty God ‘I AM’, We Face Your Eternal Sunrise of the Great 

Central Sun and Receive, Through the Mighty Solar Sun, Your Radiance and Activity 

Ever Shining Sacred White Fire Cosmic Christ Love and Light!  We then Turn to Face 

Humanity and Earth and Allow That Love and Light To Shine Upon Them!  Oh Mighty 

‘I AM’ Presence Help Us to Maintain and Sustain this Focus and Intensity with the 

Love In Action of Valour!  We Call Forth the Immortal, Cosmic Christ Freedom, 

Wisdom and Power, Ever Burning on the Altar of Our Eternal Hearts.  We Call Forth 

the Divine Virtues of Peace, Harmony, Harmlessness, Faith, Purity and Divine Order 

as Our Armour of Truth, Ever Held Firm By Our Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence and the 

Ascended Masters Who Stand Forth in Their ‘I AM’ God Radiance and Truth Beside 

Us.  Beloved All-Provider, You Who Art Our Inexhaustible Supply, Our Sufficiency in 

All things, You Who Have Placed in Our Hearts a Great Desire to Give Forth Unto the 

World Our Holy Service so that Humanity may Find Peace, Healing and Harmony in 

All They Do.   And So, It Is. 

St. Germain:  Greetings Dear Ones, before We start today, I wish you to understand 

why I Impressed the Use for the Invocation for the 11th July Activation to include Our 

Beloved Chohan Serapis Bey and the Ascension Flame of the Elohim and Eloah, Purity 

and Astrea respectively. 

“We Lovingly Direct  Our Mother’s White Fire Light of Purity and Astrea ,  

Being Pressurized by Beloved Serapis Bey, the Brothers and Sisters at Luxor’s  

Ascension Temple, and the Supreme Radiance of the Great Central  Sun, that 

Directly Channels to Human Aut hority,  to be Act ivated in Accordance to 

God’s Will ,  so that the Devotion and Divine Sovereignty in the High Hearts of  

The People of the World wil l  be I l luminated to Guide them to their Mighty ‘I  

AM’ Presence as the Soul Authority of All  God Life!”   

I did this to ‘Propagate a Seed of Consciousness’ into the Hearts of the New Spirit of 

the Angelic Consciousness within Humanity, so they may open sufficiently to become 

more acquiescent to feel into the New Potentials now upon Earth, and in turn, within 

the lives of billions of human beings.  

It was for humanity’s Greater Awareness of the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host, so 

the ‘People of The Free’ may understand the Foundations and the Core ‘Principles of 

Freedom’ within the ‘True Constitution’, The ‘I AM’ One World Nation’ and the 

‘Declaration For the Freedom of Humanity’  and begin placing them into their lives.  

For while the old beliefs and conscious mind programming persists, so too will the 



miscreations continue to bring more of the very worst of humanity to themselves and 

the Earth.  Humanity everywhere around this world can no longer live their lives in 

denial of the Truth of Who They Are, without having the Full Understanding of what 

provides the very air they breathe, the very water that they drink, the very earth that 

sustains their every need and the very fire that Protects, Cleanses, Revitalizes and 

gives LIFE to them and this Whole Solar System.   

Without the Fullness of a New Divinely Inspired Educational Program for every person 

around the world, but more so for the Children, then ‘The Principles of Freedom’ so 

many desire will just not eventuate.   

• How can one breathe the Life-Giving Force of Freedom, if they know not Who to 

Give Gratitude to for that Breath?   

• How can one Heal the mind, body and Spirit of their life when they know not 

how it was Created in the first place?  

• How can one find comfort in the world without knowing the Source of Fire and 

its Life giving, regenerative properties, if they persist in using fire to destroy the 

very existence of Life Itself?   

• How can one ever know the Power of Water when so much pollution is the very 

thing that turns this vital element of Life Itself, into an emptiness of Its True 

Vitality. 

These Dear Ones, are the Elemental basis of your Life – the Foundation that Protects, 

Nourishes and Sustains Life everywhere.  For it is the Loving Attention of the Dear God 

Beings, The Gnomes, Sylphs, Undines and Salamanders, Who are your ‘Keys’ in your 

Quests to be FREE! 

People of the Earth, if you wish to be Free, then EDUCATE the World’s Children on 

what True Freedom MUST contain within EVERY cubic centimetre of land, water and 

sky and how it must be protected through the use of Love and Respect of your Own 

outer world and this MUST begin with your Inner World, your True Connections to the 

very Source of Life that make up your bodies and the world you live upon.  

You who are the world’s Human Beings who want to be FREE People with your Human 

Rights Fully Activated, First, you MUST Give the Freedom back to the 5 Elemental 

Kingdoms who have, through man’s inhumanity to mankind and the Earth, been placed 

into Love’s exile where They cannot be FREE until men and women alike, change their 

minds about themselves and their environments. 

Human Beings who see themselves as powerless, ‘DO’ have the Power within them, to 

make huge and radical changes in this world, once they come to Understand the 

Cosmic Laws and how to ‘Divinely ‘LOVE’ the Elementals’. While these Universal Laws 

are ignored, knowingly or unknowingly, then mankind’s consciousness of separation 

and estrangement in all areas of life and on all levels and strata’s of life, false 

authoritarian structures and organisations and endurance and survival living, shall only 

be sustained as your very existence.  Have you ever seriously considered what your life 

would be without Air, Water, Earth, Fire or Ether?  Obviously not?  For while you 



continue to treat these ‘God Intelligence Beings’ with so much contempt, disrespect, 

disparage, denigration and the projection of self-aggrandizement and self-imposed 

superiority, how can one move beyond their own voluntary ‘free will’, self-designated, 

and adopted self-induced hardships and limitations. Oh, how little humanity 

Understands the True Life of God!  This is time for some new choices in your Lives Dear 

Ones.  Pain and suffering can be a thing of the past if you truly want it.  But you have 

to want it so bad, that the life you now lead may need to change in its entirety to do 

so.  Living your old life, will NOT do it! 

Look around you Dear Humans, what do you see?  Make your notes so that you can 

look back in 6 months or a year and see how wrong you were in thinking the way you 

once did!  I ‘Foster’ you to do this exercise!  The Christ within you ‘Challenges’ you to 

become this Miracle of Greater Awareness of your Own Growth and Development.   

And Dear God, KNOW YOU WILL BE TESTED if you take up this Method of Self 

Examination. 

Look around you right where you sit and read or listen to this Communication, as it 

reflects your present state of being within; 

• Your Freedom to Breathe into your life how you wish Life to be, for you and your 

family and for All Beings.   

• Your Gratitude for the Purity of Water that cleanses every cell of your Being and 

feeds the Fruit and Vegetables that return more Energy to Live Life with more 

Dynamism, Health and Wellbeing.   

• Your Inner Stability and Peace, when One with the Earth Element and the Nature 

Kingdoms, in all their Glory and Beauty 

• Your Joy of Fire, in all its vibrancy and warmth, that Expands, Inspires, Uplifts, 

and Illumines, the Mind, Body and Soul.  

Think about what all these Elements are used for, to deny, or to give you your 

perception of Freedom!  This is perhaps the most profound Insight and Opportunity 

that you have been given in order to change your life for the better.  It is your ‘free 

will’ to decide how you will proceed from here! 

I want to Highlight for you here today what your lives would be like without the 

Elements, Elementals, Devas or Angelic Host.  In short, ‘you would not exist at all’!  I 

want to Illumine for you today the ‘Opportunity’ to Awaken from your slumbers within 

misinformation, dishonesty, deception and propaganda of untruths that have placed 

you all, also, in Love’s exile, just as they have the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host. 

The Difference between human beings and the Elementals, is that the Elementals have 

never forgotten Their Connections with God and most of humanity has. The Electrons 

in both have been encased in deep shadows which have slowed down the electron 

revolutions that make up physical forms that are continuously over shadowed by 

human thought consciousness.  Look at your bodies Dear Ones, then look at the all the 

structures in creation that human beings are responsible for, the buildings that 

continue to breakdown and remain always in cycles of repair and maintenance.  Look 



at your money, machines and technologies, none of which are permanent and all are 

destined to end theirs purpose and life span.  All human miscreations are void of one 

thing!  The Indestructible, Incorruptible and Immutable Love Natures of Universal 

Consciousness of which the Elementals and Devic Kingdoms as the Builders of Form 

have the Powers of God to Create!  Mankind has forgotten this vital Truth about 

Themselves.  And Mankind has forgotten the Use of the Heart, the Higher Heart and 

Mind of God within them.  How did Jesus Divinely Precipitate the fishes and the loaves 

out of the atmosphere?  Through the Father’s Creative Mind Power within Divine 

Agape Love and the Direct and Full Communication and Participation of the Elemental 

and Deva Kingdoms. 

So with this ‘human body’ example and how to connect back to the Power of Universal 

Christ Mind, the Electrons that make up your physicality have been encased with such 

shadows, which are then visually manifested as illness, disease, depression, incorrect 

thoughts and beliefs, disabilities, limitations within body, mind, emotion and Spirit, in every 

level of creation therein possible in the outer world manifestations, the physical things that 

make up your everyday lives that people are so dependent upon, where they just keep 

breaking down and need replacement.  Even your fuels, that provide you Energy resources, 

look at the Chernobyl and Fukushima Nuclear Power stations.  Look at your fossil fuels and 

so call green energies.  None are renewable in the sense of God Consciousness.  All are 

based upon human conscious projections, not God Conscious Magnetical and Electrical 

Impulses.  Imagine your homes and communities run completely upon the use of God 

Conscious Mind Power!  You can’t?  Then I can Assure you, in the Name of God, you are 

NOW, closer than you may think! 

Your governments, community services, health systems, hospitals, service providers, all 

professions and vocations such as farmers, government officials, doctors, nurses and health 

care departments all need to be Educated not by reformation or increase of man-made 

things and chemical, pharmaceutical concoctions, for these in the most part both create and 

sustain all sickness, illnesses and diseases.  Look at the latest Covid 19.   “Covid-19”!  I hear 

you gasp!  Yes, have you not considered why such a virus may have so many patents around 

it, not only for its design and manufacture, but all the products that were needed to address 

and administer this man-made outbreak? 

Have you ever looked at the Spanish Flu, Hong Kong Flu, HIV and AIDS, Ebola Virus, SARS or 

MERS, not to mention the rollout of network surveillance of 5G and now coming the 6G 

technology in multiple devices?  All these things are all part of covert operations to keep the 

masses in the shadows, illness, disease, depression, incorrect thoughts and beliefs, 

disabilities, limitations within body, mind, emotion and Spirit, in every level of creation.  

‘You did not know about these things?’  Now you do!  Do not believe a Word I Say, do your 

own investigations and you may find a Truth you were not aware of before!  Have you ever 

asked yourself how the deep state and laggard consciousness are able to do all this?  Well 

they own all the major news media, they own all the world banks, economic and world 



health organizations and big pharma industries, they own politicians on both sides of 

parliaments and governmental departments.  They care not who is in power, for they have 

the control of the world monetary systems and who controls the money and the principal 

resources of the world, controls the people!  

This is what they think, but that is not ‘DIVINE TRUTH’!  It is therefore the combined 

Energetics of the ‘US Declaration for Independence and the US Constitution: and the True 

Constitution, the ‘I AM’ One World Nation and the Declaration For the Freedom of 

Humanity’ that By these Divine Decrees now have turned the tides of imbalanced human 

life away from the oppressors, and thus ‘Will’ the Balance of God Life be given back to the  

People of the World, beginning with America First.  Then the People of all other Nations, will 

in turn, enter this Divine Love Movement, not because they have to, but because they want 

to! 

Dear People of this Beautiful Earth, The Truth of Your Godliness was forgotten when 

mankind fell from Grace, but I Tell you, Your Divine Grace within Universal Consciousness 

has never been lost!  Lord Metatron told you in the EGA ‘Resetting of Christ Time Upon 

Earth Book’, page 29. 

‘At this time of space-time overlap, the Time Binding and Contraction, human 

consciousness is being pushed to re-Awaken to the Fuller Collective Consciousness.  It is 

therefore now the time to stop all separations, to heal and make ‘Whole’ again the 

divisions in all aspects of one’s life and begin to see the Love and Unity that exists 

amongst all manifestations of the Adamic Race as a Family of Light and Eternal Life. 

‘For those who Know their Cosmic Family, will be able to function with a Higher 

Wisdom, providing those working with the Light of their own Connection to God or the 

‘I AM’ Presence, is Fully Activated.  As this takes place one moves beyond the power of 

the ‘self’ and their own ‘free will’ which has kept humanity tethered to this physical 

earth-bound reality which will one day, pass away.  A Human Evolutionary System 

matures only when it can become a Family, working in Oneness with the Living Light.  

When this finally happens, then all embodiments are Enlightened and Transformed 

whether in the regions of Living Visible Light or within the Invisible Realms and 

Dimensional Fields that will Finally Open the New Cosmic Awareness to Humanity here 

on Earth.’  End Excerpt. 

But to move closer to these potentials humanity must begin to make the transitions 

from old human conscious beliefs and programs to the New Universal Consciousness 

and the Rightful Applications to God Life.  And none more so than the New World 

Servers who have been Given and Accepted the Responsibilities to Lead the People of 

the World Home FREE again! 

This is an Excerpt from the ‘True Constitution’ Indenture that High Lights the Presence 

of the Christ Councils now forming upon the Earth in readiness to help find the 



Resolutions and Solutions to ALL of humanity’s imbalances, problems and the chaos of 

human miscreations and perplexing disturbed and insane thoughtforms, that may 

seem unfathomable to the normal human consciousness. 

“The Human Angel Circles can now accomplish great steps forward to achieve the foci of 

human yearning and endeavour, bringing God's Love and God’s Truth to the surface realms 

of human thought and belief.  The Christ Consciousness now has a Centre of Focus, 

Activation and Stabilization that has successfully bridged the chasm between the Higher 

and lower Realms;  As Above, So Below and As Below, So Above. 

“Bringing together two or more human beings, especially those within Sacred Christ Circles 

of the 12 + 1, Co-creates an Energetic Synthesis of possibility which will indeed, lead to the 

unexpected and successful change in the fabrics of your worldly realities.  Such a 

development would not have been conceivable, let alone achievable, without all the 

wonderful Love Light Energy being Anchored now, by so many Star Light Seeds.  Beloved 

Children of God, dare to look outside of what was and dream of that which you desire To 

Be; then go and Live it with All Your God Might!  Dear Ones, push the boundaries of your 

known consciousness, for Now is Your Time!”   

                                                                  Shekinah of The High Council of Elohim, May 8th 2008.    

These New Levels of Consciousness to mankind are now present upon the Earth and 

take many forms, and they are here to Create 12,000 Christ Circles of Light, each 

containing 12 Members; 144,000 Beings!  You may recognize this number?  These 

Beings are in some measure, the ‘Essenes’, Who were Present in the time of Jesus, who 

helped Him to Ascend!  Two thousand years ago, it was for Jesus Alone!  Today, they 

are here to help a Whole Human Race to Ascend!   These Circles of Light shall Be -Come 

the Over Lighting Intelligences, that will assist the New World Governments to Initiate 

that which needs to begin as soon as is practically possible, to promote ‘Freedom To 

The People’ through Happiness, Harmlessness, Truth, Abundance and Wellbeing to all.  

To know more about these subjects, it shall be your own individualized responsibilities 

to do your own Due Diligence, Investigations, Explorations, Inquiries, Studies and 

Reviews, for most will need the information and Knowledge and WISDOM, to place it 

all within their own Inner and outer lives and worlds first!  If you wish to become ‘The 

People of the Free’, then you need to Remember, the Qualities and Virtues that  

Support these changes in Consciousness.  Just as Jesus did when He Came to Earth to 

Ascend into Christ Consciousness, as so many Others have done throughout the Ages 

here upon the Earth.  

That means, you have to do the work yourself upon yourself, for Freedom is not a Gift 

from a God on High!  No!  It is the Gift from the God Within you, through your Inner 

Connection to the ‘I AM’ Presence which is the Spark of Light at the Centre of your 

Higher Heart, waiting for your own Conscious Focus to turn on that LIGHT into a 

Mighty God Flame of Illumined Purity.  Yes, you have Work to do to implement ‘The 

Freedom Of Life’ that you desire, but you must start by living the ‘Truth of Freedom’ 



within your own personal life first! ‘To Be Free’, first you need to know what Freedom 

entails.  How it is experienced and then how to share it with others so they in turn, 

may respond to your change in attitude, thoughts, words and actions which will be 

down to each individual person from their own ‘free will’ choices. 

Freedom is not something that one can learn, Freedom is something that can only be 

Experienced, just as Love cannot be learned, it has to be Experienced to KNOW IT.  

I would like all those who may read this Treatise to know again that this is not a human 

plan, it is a Divine Plan Consecrated, Inaugurated and Implemented in Purpose and 

Function, so Precise and Accurate in its Perfection as an Immaculate Conception for 

the Use now by Humanity to Attain their Salvations to Become God Free; to Awaken 

those who are ready to AWAKEN MORE Fully over the months, years and decades to 

come! 

I wish you all to Know and to Remember, the potentials that you have before you and 

that, regardless of how dire the past, present and future may seem, under the now 

diminishing rule of the tyrannous, laggard consciousness, there IS a Greater Power 

Still, that is Ever-Present, with IMMENSE  POWER OF RESONANCE AND LIGHT 

QUOTIENTS flowing to the Sons and Daughters of God to Protect, Over Light and 

Reinforce each and every one, so as to Remain True to the Immaculate Divine 

Authority and Unconditional Love, of the ‘Presence of Truth’ upon Earth, Operating 

NOW, In, Through and All Around you, awaiting ‘Love In Action’ to radically change 

your Inner and Outer Life Experiences. 

Dear People of the Earth, it is time for you all to dig deep now more than ever before 

and find the same Qualities and Virtues that Jesus the Christ found for Himself to 

secure His Ascension into Christhood.  He surrounded Himself with 12 Apostles ea ch 

with their own Virtue of a God Mind Power…. 

The list of Apostles and their Virtuous Mind Powers are; 

1. Peter and Divine Faith. 

2. Andrew and Divine Strength. 

3. John and Divine Love. 

4. James Son of Zebedee and Divine Wisdom / Justice / Judgment. 

5. Matthew and Divine Will. 

6. Philip and Divine Power. 

7. Nathaniel Bartholomew and Divine Imagination. 

8. Thomas and Divine Understanding. 

9. James Son of Alphaeus and Divine Order. 

10. Simon The Cananaean and Divine Zeal. 

11. Judas Iscariot and Divine Regeneration / Life. 

12. Jude Thaddaeus and Divine Elimination. 

Dear Souls, Understanding the Balance of Such Mind Powers, are an extraordinary 

facet of the Greater Universal Soul Consciousness. I place these here as another 



‘Consciousness Seed Pattern’ for those who may feel more into these Qualities and 

Virtues and what they mean in the Ascension Program for Humanity!  

However, to be working with a far more Supreme Power, such as that of the Elemental 

Builders of Form, this is a totally new ‘level of awareness’ to mankind for the Execution 

of Divine Ideas and Visions, Applications to Life’s Greater Benevolence.  Not new at all, 

for Jesus had to Master these Qualities Himself, before He Ascended.  Therefore, to be 

able to control such Extraordinary Forces, that in Themselves have no conscious 

abilities to reason, before any ‘Collective Willpowers and Strength of Universal Mind’  

by Them, are put into ‘Love In Action’, one MUST become Educated within the Full 

Understanding of who these Elementals and Devas Are and how they Create 

EVERYTHING within a physical world.  Whether you believe this or not, understand it or 

not, that IS the Truth of All of God’s Creations. 

Humanity has been told, The Elementals; that is, the Sylphs, Undines, Gnomes and 

Salamanders are Elementary, They See things as balanced or out of balance 

consciousness.  And what they Create are not important to them for They are not 

concerned with form!   

But They are not without Power at all, as you know when they come to bring balance 

to mankind’s out of balanced states of consciousness in the forms of physical 

catastrophes.  And Their Charters With God provide this Service for Humanity so they 

do not destroy themselves.  These are Love in Action, that are the result of the lesser 

of two devasting results.  Just as the invention of the atomic bomb and nuclear power 

was allowed to save Humanity from its entire self-annihilation as was explained to you 

in the Fukushima Series of Discourses by Our Beloved Chohan Serapis Bey, The Elohim 

Purity and Myself in April of 2017.  A worthy read Dear Ones, if you wish to Know more 

Truth about your history around World War II, not known by humanity.  The aggressors 

had to be stopped in their use of dastardly plans against the rest of the world. The 4 th 

Ray of ‘Peace through Conflict’ Dear Hearts.  Yet, in terms of finding Peace in today’s 

imbalances of suppression and conquering the world by force, there is another 

Solution. ‘Peace Through Peaceful Means’ where a New Cosmic Law can be achieved 

where the Human Family come together in Peace of the New Human Angel Circles is 

now available for use by humanity. 

But Remember Dear One’s, the human body is also made up of such Elementals, so 

anything out of balance in mind, emotion and body are all at the end of the day, down 

to the harmony or disharmony of one’s thoughtforms, the calm or agitated words or 

the peaceful or violent actions. So pentaquarks to Solar Systems are within the same 

Domain of the Power of the Word and How they are Used when the Rightful 

Application is Given to the Calls to bring to Balance!  Jesus is the Living Example to 

what I speak of here that is most known about here on Earth.  The Chohan Serapis Bey 

said; 



‘The Fourth Sphere is where the Holy Christ Selves of mankind abide, until such time as they 

are able to take the outer self in the out picturing of the Christ into the outer world of 

mankind.  The Fourth Ray becomes the ‘BRIDGE’ between the Inner Realms of Perfection and 

the Outer Manifestation of the Divine Plan in the world of form.  Is not the Elemental Grace 

Alliance Divine Plan about ‘BUILDING BRIDGES’ between these Realms among others? 

‘The Beloved Elohim of Purity expresses, particularly, through this Ray and holds the 

Immaculate Concept for the Earth, Humanity and all Sentient Life Streams including and 

especially the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host Kingdoms.  For without them, nothing else 

would exist, and Earth would be no longer!  The Mighty Beloved Archangel Gabriel draws the 

Resurrection Flame through this 4th Ray, and in the outer world of form, those who belong to 

this Ray are usually very artistic and have talents directed toward the activities of music, 

dancing, theatre, illumined and meaningful documentaries, painting, graphic design, 

sculpture and architecture.  Divine Creativity is the Key here!’   End Excerpt. 

So once again We are Speaking the Words of God when it was Spoken and Decreed that the 

Divine Mission declared in the Part 1 of ‘The Christ Mandate’, ‘The True Constitution’ and 

‘The Declaration For The Freedom of Humanity’, would be held within these Words Spoken 

Loudly and Clearly by those Whose Truth are Founded within the Immaculate Concept for 

the Creation of a New World, in Accordance With Cosmic Law. 

“To change or rewrite the Divine Charters with God for the Elementals and Nature 

Kingdoms, so that a radical and significant shift can be made toward humanity’s conscious 

awareness about their interrelatedness and co-creational abilities for a more active and 

mutually beneficial, co-creative collaboration together”. 

I invite you Dear Hearts, to now start to think about the New Human Angel Circles, the New 

Christ Gatherings where the ego personalities are left outside of the doors, where the New 

Decisions that need to be made now for the ‘Resurrection of Life back to the People of the 

Free’.  

You have always been Free Dear Ones; you just forgot your connections to the Universal 

Consciousness.  But now you are remembering what you have always KNOWN!  And That is 

Your New Lives awaiting your True Loving Embrace. 

Let Us stop for today and continue on tomorrow! 

BENEDICTION:  We Give Praise and Thanks That Your Mighty Presence is Always, and 

In All Ways, the Governing Intelligence, the Love Enfolding, the Light Illumining.  We 

Give Praise and Thanks for the 12 Virtues From the Great Central Sun of Our 

Beingness, Divine Love, Divine Faith, Divine Strength, Divine Wisdom- Justice-

Judgment, Divine Will, Divine Power, Divine Imagination, Divine Understanding, 

Divine Order, Divine Zeal, Divine Regeneration-Life and Divine Elimination.  May 

We, As the Conscious Soul Incarnates, Radiate These Qualities of the Christ Jesus Into 

the World and the Soul Life of All Kingdoms in Nature, its Mergence and 



Synthesis, where All Life Meets and Merges into a Consciousness of the One Life,  the 

Soul Life of All Kingdoms in Nature, Radiating from the Planet Into and Throughout 

into the Universe and Cosmos, Wherein the Soul Life of the Many is Fused and 

Synthesized Into the One Divine Purpose, Divine Love, Divine Order and Where all 

Beings are Streamed by their Life Consciousness with Divine Justice through the 

Perfection of God’s Wisdom.  May These Virtues and Cosmic Laws Be Forever Our 

Mighty Protection. 

 


